In Memoriam
2015-2016

The following current or retired members of the UCLA Academic Senate and Librarians Association of the University of California, Los Angeles, as well as others eligible for UCLA Emeriti Association membership, died between May 11, 2015, and May 1, 2016. Spouses of such individuals are also included. Additional spouses who died earlier are recognized.

The UCLA Emeriti Association honors their passing.

Gerald D. Allen, M.D., Medicine (Anesthesiology)
Lori Lynn Altshuler, M.D., Psychiatry & Biobehavioral Sciences (bipolar disorder/mood disorders)
Theodore A. Andersen, Management (finance)
Alden Banning Ashforth, Music (composition)
Helen (Lena) Stavridou Astin, Education (higher education)
Feryl C. Barnett, Nursing
Richard A. Bashore, M.D., Medicine (Obstetrics and Gynecology)
Leonard Binder, Political Science (Middle East)
Melinda A. Binder, wife of David A. Binder, Law
Robert J. (Bob) Blattner, Mathematics (Emeriti Association President, 2001-2002)
Constance S. (Connie) Bullock, College Library and Department of Special Collections (cataloging)
Christopher L. (Chris) Burden, Art (performance, sculpture, and installation art)
Kenneth G. Chapman, Scandinavian Languages
Marvin Chester, Physics (quantum mechanics)
David B. Cline*, Physics & Astronomy (particle physics) (died in service at 81)
Andrew L. Comrey, Psychology (quantitative)
Leslie P./L. Patrick (Pat) Coyle, Education & Psychology Library and College Library (reference)
Gary S. Dunbar, Geography (history of geography)
James G. (Jim) Edinger, Atmospheric and Oceanic Sciences (Meteorology)
Mitchell P. Fink*, M.D., Medicine (Surgery and Anesthesiology)
Barbara Fish, M.D., Psychiatry & Biobehavioral Sciences (psychopharmacology)
Joan W. Flacke, M.D., Medicine (Anesthesiology, cardiac)
Henry Goodman, Theater
Glenn Graves, Management (mathematical programming & decision sciences)
Janet Ruth Hadda, English (Yiddish)
Gail Grigsby Harrison, Public Health (Community Health Sciences)
Hilde Esther Hirsch, widow of Werner Zvi Hirsch, Economics
Wendell E. (Jeff) Jeffrey, Psychology (neuroscience)
Paul B. Johnson, Mathematics

Michael (Mike) Jura*, Physics and Astronomy (astrophysics)

Heinz-Otto (Heinz) Kreiss, Mathematics (numerical analysis & applied partial differential equations)

Sandra I. Lamb, Chemistry & Biochemistry (physical organic chemistry)

Jacqueline (Jackie) Leavitt, Urban Planning (housing, community development policy)

Leon Letwin, Law (evidence)

Irving Myron Maltzman, Psychology (learning & behavior, alcoholism)

Michael T. McGuire, M.D., Psychiatry & Biobehavioral Sci. (evolutionary biology/biological psychiatry)

Dan F. McLaughlin, Jr., Film, Television, and Digital Media (animation)

Donald T. (Don) Nakanishi, Asian American Studies and Education

Edward Marshall Ornitz, M.D., Psychiatry & Biobehavioral Sciences (child psychiatry)

Claudia Parodi-Lewin*, Spanish and Portuguese (Spanish, especially in the U.S.)

Morris James Paulson, Psychiatry & Biobehavioral Sciences (disaster mental health)

Howard Reiss, Chemistry & Biochemistry (physical chemistry)

Elizabeth M. Rhone-Popper, widow of Daniel Magnes Popper, Astronomy (stars)

Nina Roper, wife of Alan Roper, English (Dryden)

Damodar R. SarDesai, History (India)

William D. (Bill) Schaefer, English (19th c. poetry, Victorian literature) and Executive Vice Chancellor

Richard Allen (Dick) Schmidt, Psychology (motor learning and control)

Elizabeth Carol Schwartz, wife of Benjamin M. Zuckerman, Physics & Astronomy (astrophysics)

Elizabeth (Libby) Scott, wife of Robert L. (Bob) Scott, Chemistry & Biochemistry (physical chemistry)

Robert L. (Bob) Scott, Chemistry & Biochemistry (physical chemistry) (EA President, 2007-2008)

Alice Z. Seeman, wife of Melvin (Mef) Seeman, Sociology

Lloyd Stowell Shapley, Economics (mathematics, game theory)

Barbara Louise Sinclair, Political Science (Congress) (Emeriti Association Member-at-Large, 2014-2016)

Edward William (Ed) Soja, Urban Planning (Geography)

Ruth Reynolds Straatsma, wife of Dr. Bradley R. Straatsma, Ophthalmology

Phyllis Page Tabrisky, widow of Dr. Joseph I. Tabrisky, Medicine (Radiology)

Paul Ichiro Terasaki, Medicine (Surgery, transplant medicine, tissue typing)

Bobby Joe (Bob/B. J.) Williams, Anthropology (biological anthropology, population genetics)

Jack Willis, Electrical Engineering (radar, semiconductors)

Dean Stoddard Worth, Slavic, East European and Eurasian Languages and Cultures (Russian)

Harvey Alan Zarem, M.D., Medicine (Plastic & Reconstructive Surgery)

*Died in service

Prepared by Diane Childs, Corresponding Secretary, May 11, 2016